Add the correct punctuation and then name the type of sentence shown: interrogative, imperative, exclamatory, or declarative.

1. Be quiet ______________________

2. Many people in the U.S. set off fireworks on the 4th of July ______________________

3. Will you be going to the party this weekend ______________________

4. I am so excited ______________________

5. The book was interesting ______________________

Choose which type of sentence is given

6. Today is Saturday
   a. declarative   b. imperative   c. interrogative   d. exclamatory

7. We won the football game
   a. declarative   b. imperative   c. interrogative   d. exclamatory

8. What will you wear to the dance
   a. declarative   b. imperative   c. interrogative   d. exclamatory

9. I like to play sports
   a. declarative   b. imperative   c. interrogative   d. exclamatory

10. Get me something to drink, please
    a. declarative   b. imperative   c. interrogative   d. exclamatory